Covering the Grave
In the epilogue of Greg Isle’s incredibly thick adventure novel Mississippi Blood, he takes his readers
to a cemetery for the burial of his multi-volume hero, former Texas Ranger Walt Garrity.
For readers who might not know the usual post-funeral routine, Isle explains that most of the time
graves are filled quickly and effortlessly. After the last mourners load up and drive away from the grave,
cemetery workers using backhoes or tractors take only a few minutes to shove the dirt into the hole atop the
casket.
To convey the immense respect Garrity’s military and law-enforcement colleagues felt for him,
however, Isle tells how several of those veterans impetuously picked up nearby shovels and filled his grave
by hand.
I had been reading this best of Isle’s best-selling novels almost non-stop during the first three days of
this year’s spring getaway with my brothers at the Key Place, our mother’s old home. Reading Isle’s graveside scene would have impacted me regardless of where I read it. But being there with those guys in that
place caused it to hit home a lot harder.
Just that morning my brothers had driven out to the family cemetery south of town to check on the
growing cluster of gravestones, including those for our parents.
More than a quarter of a century has slipped by since the day when we gathered with kinfolks and a
host of family friends to say goodbye to my mother. And I’ll never forget what happened there that day.
When the proper words had been spoken, the final prayer prayed, and the last hugs and tears shared,
we came to the time when folks normally start leaving. Only when all of us are gone can the undertaker and
his grounds crew tend to the final closing of the grave.
But that day, on the spur of the moment, without a smidgeon of preplanning, my brothers and I
spontaneously grabbed several shovels and, while our friends and family drove back to town to begin lunch
at the church, we paid our final tribute to our mother. We filled her grave by hand.
The blessedness of that long-ago experience ignited anew in my heart as I sat at my mother’s childhood
table and read Isle’s account of a similar graveside tribute. In his story it is a powerful scene. I’m sure the
writer thought he was being original. But I’ve been there, done that, and I’ll always be grateful for that
blessed hour.
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